
SOLID
 

5 0  G  

The solid or waterless line protects the
environment by avoiding the transport
of water 

 
Caracteristics 

Sweet almond fragrance
Appearance: off-white solid
Recommended packaging item: box

Main ingredients  

Product Sheet

ORGANIC CAMELINE OIL: nourishes the hair fibre
and makes the hair shine*.
ORGANIC SUNFLOWER OIL: Rich in linoleic acid
(omega 6), it decreases transdermal evaporation,
thus allowing better hydration,
WHITE CLAY: White clay is extracted from quarries
and dried before being ground. Thus, its properties
and its high mineral content are preserved. It is the
softest and most neutral of clays.

NORMAL HAIR
SHAMPOO

Minimum order quantity :
 1000 units

This Cosmos Organic certified solid shampoo is formulated with
100% natural ingredients and 18% organically grown ingredients.
Thanks to its creamy foam, your hair will be clean and delicately
perfumed.

Its little bonus: a creamy mousse 



Ingredients : SODIUM COCO-SULFATE , STEARYL
ALCOHOL, HELIANTHUS ANNUUS (SUNFLOWER)
SEED OIL*, CAMELINA SATIVA SEED OIL*, KAOLIN,
BEHENYL ALCOHOL, PARFUM

* 100% of the total ingredients are of natural origin 
18% of the total ingredients are from Organic
Agriculture

Directions: Moisten your solid shampoo by running it
under water and rubbing it into your hands to develop a
light lather.
Rub it directly into your hair in small circular motions.
Rinse thoroughly with clear, warm water.

For external use.

Best used before the end of the year: see under the
box

Your address

Made in France

YOUR BRAND

NORMAL HAIR 
SHAMPOO

50 g 

Packaging Size

To beconfirmed

Frequency and application area 

As often as needed / Hair

DDM  

 36 months 

Directions for use  

Moisten your solid shampoo by running it
under water and rubbing it into your
hands to develop a light lather.
Rub it directly into your hair in small
circular motions. Rinse thoroughly with
clean, warm water.

Pictograms 
 

 Ingredients List
SODIUM COCO-SULFATE , STEARYL ALCOHOL, HELIANTHUS ANNUUS
(SUNFLOWER) SEED OIL*, CAMELINA SATIVA SEED OIL*, KAOLIN, BEHENYL
ALCOHOL, PARFUM
*Ingrédients issus de l’Agriculture Biologique
** Transformé à partir d’ingrédients Biologiques
18% du total des ingrédients sont issus de l’Agriculture Biologique


